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Welcome to the Intimacy Makeover by Lucas Roy 
Lehman. I’m very excited about the possibility of speaking 
at one of your upcoming events. I have always enjoyed 
the unique energy of being on stage, and my years of 
experience have given me a natural confidence and 
powerful presence, supporting a wide range of creativity, 
humor, and vulnerability to connect deeply with any 
audience. 

As an Intimacy & Personal Power Coach, International 
Speaker, and Trainer, I’ve served hundreds of professional 
women in their 40s, 50s, and 60s to shift their old 
heartbreaking patterns of relationship, and learn to 
create the authentic intimacy and deeper connections 
they have always dreamed of.

Using a combination of neuroscience, relationship 
science, sacred sexuality, and transformational breath 
and energy work, as well as my own proprietary models 
of personal power and intimacy, I provide a thoroughly 
unique approach to shifting old patterns and creating 
fulfilling and empowered lives and relationships.

I am fiercely passionate about empowering women to 
bring more love into the world, and I have shared the 
stage with Kane Minkus, Sage Lavine, Tracy Trottenberg, 
Tim Kelley, Mai Vu, and many other powerful speakers 
and trainers.

My lifelong experience as a musician, writer, actor, and 
producer—prior to becoming a coach and speaker—gives 
me great insight and appreciation into what it takes to 
create fresh and engaging group experiences.  I will work 
in partnership with you to ensure that my presentation 
focuses on the specific needs and interests of your group.

Thank you for your interest in working together.  I look 
forward to co-creating a memorable event!

With best regards,

LL



“Lucas Roy Lehman is a 
powerful presence. He 
exercises his considerable 
training in tantra, men's 
work and Life Coaching 
when presenting to create 
a crackling atmosphere 
that catalyzes growth in his 
audience. Luke's life-force 
and joie de vivre is 
contagious.”

Marc L'Ecluse-
Program Director, 
Freedom Within Prison 
Project

Rave Review

Pick One of These Compelling Talks
TITLE: 3 Secrets Men Don’t Want You to Know that Ruin 
Relationships
Women often find themselves disappointed, frustrated and confused by 
the behaviors of the men they’re meeting and dating.  Lucas shines the 
light on what’s getting in the way of deeper connection.

You will learn:

• Why men fear commitment and what to do about it
• What’s really going on with porn
• Why men get so defensive when you’re upset

TITLE: Seeking LTR: What’s really going on in relationship?
Although all humans share a need for love, touch and intimacy, 
relationship dynamics have changed dramatically over the past few 
generations.  It seems like all of the old assumptions about love have 
gone out the window in the modern world. Successful relationship 
doesn’t fall so clearly under the “live happily ever after with one partner 
for the rest of our lives” model anymore, and finding satisfying love is 
more challenging, complex, and volatile than ever.  

You will learn:

• A new perspective that illuminates the complexities of the modern 
relationship dynamic 

• The 6 cornerstones of a successful relationship
• How to navigate a world of differing needs, wants and desires



TITLE: 3 Biggest Reasons You Don’t Have The 
Relationship You Want
Does it seem like there are no good men out there?  Do you and 
your single girlfriends all seem to be sharing the same 
disappointing and disempowering experiences in the dating world?  
Do you wonder why your happily coupled friends got so lucky?  The 
good news is, you gain the power to attract the relationships you 
want when you learn how you’re getting in your own way.

You will learn:
• How to shift the unconscious behaviors that generate the 

same old same old
• How to trust again when you’ve been betrayed
• #1 way to bring more love into your life right now

TITLE: 7 Principles of Sex & Money & Power for an 
Extraordinary Life
No matter how much money we already have, we all want more, 
right?  Everyone knows money doesn’t buy happiness or love, but 
we think more money is going to bring us more Personal Power; 
that is, the ability to manifest our desires with ease.  And while 
money is an important facet of personal power, focusing on more 
money without mastering the 7 Principles is like just doing more 
push-ups as a way to achieve fitness and health.   

You will learn:
• What is personal power
• 3 major areas where you are leaking energy and losing power
• An easy system to increase personal power

Rave Review
“For 3 years, Lucas has 
been teaching groups of 
30-40 people with me. He 
brings a vibrancy and 
empowered presence to 
the work. Routinely 
participants approach him 
after his teaching wanting 
to share how he impacted 
them. His contributions to 
our curriculum have been 
quite valuable and I truly 
enjoy teaching with him “

Evalena Rose-
Owner & Founder, 
LoveJourney Tantra



CERTIFICATIONS:
•Co-active Coach & 
Leadership Trainer
•Certified Tantra Educator 
(CTE) with Source Tantra & 
Ipsalu Tantra
•BEabove Neuroscience

AFFILIATIONS:
•Freedom within Prison 
Project (FWPP)
•ManKind Project (MKP)
•LoveJourney Tantra

Lucas Roy Lehman 
Lucas Roy Lehman is an 
international speaker, intimacy 
and personal power coach, and he 
leads trainings on sex, and money, 
and power.  He is fiercely 
committed to supporting women 
in their 40s, 50s, and 60s to release 
old limiting beliefs, find their

voices to speak their truth, and learn the skills of intimacy to be 
able to “play the music of love” with joy and ease, and have the 
soul-full relationships they’ve always dreamed of.  If you are 
looking for a proven professional who can show you how to 
receive and feel unconditional love, how to avoid giving away 
your power, how to stay centered in your higher self amidst the 
very real challenges of relationship, you’ve come to the right 
place. With over 10 years experience working with hundreds of 
amazing clients--women who’d almost given up hope that there 
were any good men out there, or that they were worthy of 
being loved--Lucas’ mission and personal commitment is to 
empower women to create more love in the world, guiding 
them to live an inspired, passionate and fulfilling life.

Lucas’ path to this work with women and intimacy began at the 
tender age of nine, when he discovered his parents’ Joy of Sex
books in their nightstand drawer.  Although he was too young 
to be sexually excited, he was emotionally aroused by the 
quality of the reverence and intimacy in those pages, and it 
made a huge impact on his vision of the sacredness of love and 
sex.   Years later, while he was studying literature in college, his 
professor remarked that literature was actually the study of the 
emotional lives of women… Diving even deeper into that 
exploration, Lucas’ first novel was written from a young 
woman’s point of view. 

In his 30s and 40s, his love of women and his appreciation of 
beauty served him well as he built a $2 million jewelry import 
business, and his love of music and writing bloomed with the 
production of his rock musical “Prime” which played to sold out 
houses and 4-star reviews in Santa Cruz, Los Angeles, and New 
York City.

Today Lucas is a certified co-active coach and leadership trainer 
through Coaches Training Institute; a certified neuroscience 
coach through BeAbove Leadership; and a certified tantra
educator through both Source School of Tantra and Ipsalu
Tantra.  



He has studied with world renowned sexual energy masters 
Margo Anand and Mantak Chia; relationship science expert 
John Gottman; as well as David Deida, one of the pioneers of 
the modern men’s movement.  He has been leading men’s 
groups for 15 years, and is a founding director of the 501c3 
non-profit “Freedom Within Prison Project,” facilitating the 
emotional literacy of hundreds of incarcerated men.
Sought after as a coach, speaker and trainer, in addition to his 
own projects and events, Lucas has presented at Sheila Kelly’s 
“S Factor,” (Los Angeles & California Bay Area) Mai Vu’s “Hot 
Love Hot Life,” (USA and Sweden) “Health Initiative for Men,” 
(Vancouver, Canada) “Love Journey Tantra,” “The Awareness 
Network,” “The Mankind Project,” and “The Bright Side of Life,” 
among others.

What’s special about working with Lucas is he fuses expertise in 
the fields of neuroscience, mindfulness, behavior change, and 
sacred sexuality with the dynamics of masculine/feminine 
polarity to surface the real stuff: fear and desire. Intimacy 
Makeover is all about learning to stay and play in that charged 
energy of intimacy with confidence, vulnerability, and 
authenticity so women can show up powerfully to create the 
relationships they want. In working with Lucas, women are on 
the playground of that polarity and learn to be vulnerable with 
a man who is safe. 

Four things about Lucas that will surprise and delight you while 
serving your work together: As an experienced entertainer 
Lucas loves being on stage and bringing laughter, joy and 
vulnerability to audiences; with extensive experience writing, 
producing and directing, Lucas understands the seen and 
unseen aspects of creating a powerful experience; his powerful 
presence, sparkling creativity, and diverse facilitation skills 
bring fresh possibilities to each moment; his direct and 
humorous style is captivating and inspiring.

HONORS:
• Ron Hering 2016 NorCal 

“Mission of Service” Award 
with the Freedom within 
Prison Project (FWPP)



Pictures

Client Success Stories
“Lucas is the most grounded, warm-hearted, visionary healer I’ve 
ever met. With Lucas, I feel seen and heard at a really profound 
and DNA-changing level. Lucas is able to listen with an open heart 
and then guide you to find your own depths of wisdom, beauty 
and power. With Luke I feel cherished, which is the experience all 
women deserve but most of us are starving for. Because of what 
I’ve learned from him, I now know it is possible to experience the 
kind of deep, Soul-full love and intimacy I used to only dream 
about. Lucas is the new standard for a truly conscious, 
courageous, and passionate man. His work is a gift.” ~A.S., 
Oakland, CA

“You have shown me unconditional love and helped me through 
my own filters when I thought I was being unconditional when I 
really wasn’t. With your love, support and gentle guidance, I feel I 
have stepped into my power and the leader that I have wanted 
to be. Relationships on all levels have shifted and changed and I 
am now speaking my truth cleaner and clearer than I had in my 
past. You are a blessing to this world and all who work with you, 
for you see the hidden sides and have such a beautiful way of 
bringing the lightness in with unconditional love, intuition, 
authentic truth and pure heart!” ~K.P., Pleasanton, CA

“Working with Lucas created some major breakthroughs for me. 
Luke is an expert at holding a sacred and safe space for 
vulnerability to emerge. This allowed me to let go of the need to 
control and begin to trust more. Because of this process, I am no 
longer experiencing painful intercourse…it is super juicy now and
love is blossoming all around me. My business has also 
blossomed…I believe love and money are related.” ~K.S., Mill 
Valley, CA

Rave Review
“Lucas Roy Lehman is "Da-
Bomb"! I have always 
enjoyed co-presenting or 
collaborating with 
Lucas. Lucas is the kind of 
man that every woman 
wants to create in their 
mind for themselves: in 
touch with his feelings, 
generous, fun, artistic, 
creative, 
spiritual. Therefore as a 
presenter he commands 
the audience's imagination 
and attention. I highly 
recommend Lucas as a 
coach and a presenter.“

Mai Vu-
Owner & Founder, Hot 
Life Hot Love



Contact
Find out more about Lucas’ background and speaking style by 
visiting: lucasroylehman.com/speaking

Contact Lucas Roy Lehman via email on lucas@lucasroylehman.com 
to find out about availability for your next event and to make a 
booking.


